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1. Introduction. The expression "mean value" or "average value" of a real-

valued function has several different meanings. In the classical sense it is a

number between the bounds of the function, chosen in some specified manner.

A mean value for a linear space of functions is usually a linear functional

which assigns to each member of the space a mean value in this classical sense.

In probability theory, the expected value of a random variable is intuitively

an average value. There are other contexts in which the average value of a

function is not a number, but is another function. For example, the limit

whose existence is asserted by an ergodic theorem may be considered as an

average value. Again, the conditional expectation of a random variable, given

a subfield of the probability space, is a function which may be regarded as an

average value.

In this paper, we shall introduce a very general concept of mean value

which will include all of these examples. We have chosen, among several

different possibilities, to introduce this idea in a way which seems to be

closest to the classical sense and which is perhaps more intuitive. This ap-

proach requires some preliminary consideration of topological properties of

equivalence relations in topological spaces. This has the advantage of making

explicit the connection between the present development and some funda-

mental ideas in the theory of Boolean algebras. In fact, everything that will

be done in this note may be regarded as a "linearization" of Halmos' extension

of the Stone Representation Theory to include the notions of existential

quantifiers and constants in logic [7; 9]. The principal application we shall

make of this linearized version will be in the ¿""-algebra of a finite measure

space, where the Boolean prototype may also be employed. From a heuristic

point of view, the functional concepts of this paper are to quantifiers and con-

stants as probability theory is to logic.

We have elsewhere [26] related the same concepts from the theory of

Boolean algebra to the problems of ergodic theory which center around Poin-

caré's Recurrence Theorem. In this note, we shall show that certain trans-

formations admit a generalized invariant mean, and that they hence have a

nontrivial invariant finitely additive measure. This provides an affirmative

solution for the invariant measure problem to balance Ornstein's recent nega-

tive solution [17].
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2. Continuity of equivalence relations. Let X denote any set, and let <p

denote a binary relation on X. That is, <p is a subset of the product space

XXX. We shall write Xi<px2 to denote ix\, x2)E<P- It is often convenient to

regard a relation <p as a multiple-valued function from X into itself, or alter-

natively as a function from X to the family of all subsets of X. We may then

denote by <pix) the set of all x'EX such that x<bx'. Similarly, we let <p~xE de-

note the set of all xEX such that (pix)C\E is not empty. Hence xE<t>~lE if

and only if there is an element x'EE such that xcbx'.

2.1. Definition. Let <p be a binary relation in a topological space X. We

shall say that <b is point-closed (point-compact) if <pix) is closed (compact)

for each xEX. We say that 0 is upper semicontinuous if <frlC is closed for

each closed set CQX, and we say that <p is lower semicontinuous if <p~xU is

open for each open set UEX. The relation <p is said to be continuous if it is

both upper and lower semicontinuous.

This terminology is more or less standard; it agrees with Michael [15]

with regard to semicontinuity. Michael includes the notion of point-closed

relation by restricting the range of his carriers.

In the sequel, we shall be concerned only with equivalence relations in X

which display some of the above properties. An equivalence relation is char-

acterized by the properties: (i) \Jx€x <t>ix)=X; (ii) either 0(xi)=0(a;2) or

(pixi)r\<pix2) = 0. Each of the sets <p(x) is called an equivalence class. The

family Y of all equivalence classes is called the quotient X/cp of X modulo (p.

The mapping t of X onto Y which assigns to each x the class cp(x) is called

the projection of X or of <p. If the space Y is given the strongest topology in

which it is continuous, the space Y is the quotient space of X modulo 0. The

following result is both elementary and well-known.

2.2. Lemma. Let <p be an equivalence relation in X. (a) A necessary and

sufficient condition that <p be point-closed is that Y = X/<f> be a Ti-space. (b) A

necessary and sufficient condition that <p be upper semicontinuous is that the

projection it be a closed mapping, (c) A necessary and sufficient condition that

<p be lower semicontinuous is that w be an open mapping.

These follows from the observation that, for any EQX, <p~1E = ir~1irE,

and from the fact that FC Y is open if and only if ir~lF is open. Another

easy fact is the following.

2.3. Lemma. Let <p be an equivalence relation in X. (a) IS X is a Ti-space

and if 4> is upper semicontinuous, then <p is point-closed, (b) If X is compact

and iS <b is point-closed, then <b is upper semicontinuous. (c) If X is a compact

Hausdorff space, then <p is upper semicontinuous iS and only if' <p is point-closed.

One other fundamental fact that we shall need is the connection between

equivalence relations and algebras of real continuous functions that is given

by the general form of the Weierstrass-Stone Theorem. We shall fix some
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notation that will be used throughout the paper, and state the theorem in a

form most useful for our purposes.

Throughout this paper, the word "function" will denote "real valued func-

tion." If X is any topological space, we shall let R(X) denote the algebra of

all bounded continuous functions on X. If AGR(X), then [A] denotes the

least uniformly closed subalgebra of R(X) which contains A and all constant

functions. For each A, let p(A) denote the relation in X defined by declaring

Xip(A)x2 if and only if f(xi) =f(x2) for all fGA. If (p is any relation in X, let

B(<p) be the set of a\\ fGR(X) such that xi<j>x2 implies/(xi) =f(x2).

2.4. Weierstrass-Stone Theorem. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space.

(a) If AGR(X), then p(A) is a point-closed equivalence relation, and p(A)

= p( [A ]). (h) If <pisa point-closed equivalence relation in X, thenB(<p) = [B(<p) ].

(c) If A and (p are as above, then p(B(<p)) = <p and B(p(A)) = [.4 ].

This is a restatement of [22, Theorem 5]. It asserts that there is a one-

one correspondence between the collection of upper semicontinuous equiva-

lence relations in X and the collection of closed subalgebras of R(X) which

contain constant functions. We shall later extend this result to include con-

tinuous relations.

If 0 is a point-closed equivalence relation in a compact Hausdorff space

X, and il gGR(Y), define fGR(X) by setting/(x) =g(irx). This is an isometric

isomorphism of R(Y) into R(X), and in fact onto B(<j>). The inverse of this

mapping is the Gelfand representation of B(<p) onto R(Y) [5]. We shall (in

every case) denote by / the Gelfand transform of /.

3. Extreme values of functions. Throughout this section let X be a topo-

logical space, and let <p be an equivalence relation in X.

3.1. Definition. For each fGR(X), define two functions Mf and mf on

X by setting
Mf(x) = \ub{f(x'):x'G<t>(x)},

mf(x) = glb{/(*'):*'G *(*)}.

3.2. Lemma. For each fGR(X) and each real a, the following are true.

(a) <p-l{x G X:f(x) a: a} C {x G X: Mf(x) ^ a}.

(h) <t>~l{xG X:f(x) > a} = {xG X: Mf(x) > a).

(c) <P~x[xG X:f(x) è a} C{xGX: mf(x) g a].

(d) fjiG X:f(x) <a} = {x G X:mf(x) < a}.

(e) If <p is point-compact, then equality holds in (a) and (c).

Proof. Suppose that xaG<p~l{xGX: f(x) i^a} ; then x0G(p(xi) for some xi

such thatf(xi)^a. Since <p is an equivalence relation, XiG4>(xo), and hence

Mf(xo) ièf(xo) ^a. This proves (a). Suppose that <p is point-compact. Then/

assumes its maximum on the compact set <f>(xa), say at the point X\.  If
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Mf(xo) è«, then Mf(x0) =f(xi) =a. Since XiE<p(xo) and since <p is an equiva-

lence relation, then x0E<l>(xi). This proves the part of (e) that relates to (a).

The rest of the proofs are so nearly identical that they may be omitted. (We

may remark that the identity mf=— M( —f) enables us to cut some proofs by

half.)

3.3. Corollary. Let <p be point-compact, (a) If 4> is upper semicontinuous,

then Mf is an upper semicontinuous function and mf is a lower semicontinuous

function, (b) // <p is lower semicontinuous, then Mf is lower semicontinuous

and mf is upper semicontinuous. (c) If <f> is continuous, then both Mf and mf are

continuous.

We shall make important use of part (c) of this corollary. The remainder

of this section is devoted to the converse of this proposition.

3.4. Theorem. Let <f> be an equivalence relation on a completely regular space

X. If Mf is continuous for each fER(X), then <p is lower semicontinuous.

Proof. We prove, by contradiction, that the projection is open. Suppose

that it is not; then there exists an open set UQX such that irll is not open in

Y, and hence Y—irU is not closed. Therefore there is an xoE U such that, if

yo = Trx0, any open neighborhood N of y o intersects Y—wU. Because of the

complete regularity of X, there is a function fER(X) with 0£f¿l,f(xo) = 1,

f(a:)=0 for x$U. Then {xEX:f(x)>0}CU, and therefore 7r{a::/(a;) >0 j

Ot/. By 3.2(b), tt-'tt {a: :/(x)>0} = {a;: Mf(x) > 0}, and hence w {x :f(x) > 0 j

= ir {a;: Mf(x) > 0}. Moreover 1 = f(xa) = lub {/(*): * E <p(xo)\ = Mf(x„)
= 1. Now {x: M/(a;)>0} =7r_17r{a;: M/(a;)>0}, and this is open, since Mf is

continuous. By the definition of the topology in Y, ir{x: Mf(x) >0} is open.

We have seen that this set contains y0, and does not intersect Y—irU. This

contradiction shows that it is an open mapping.

3.5. Theorem. Let X be a normal Hausdorff space, and let <f> be a point-

closed equivalence relation in X. If, for each fER(X), Mf is continuous, then

(p is upper semicontinuous.

Proof. Let C be a closed set in X, and suppose xoE<i>~xC. Then 0(a;o) and

0_1Care disjoint, for if xo<pXi and Xi((>x2, x2EC, then xatpx2, and hence xoE<l>~lC.

In particular, (p(x0) and C are disjoint. Since <p is point-closed, <p(xo) is closed.

Therefore there is an fERiX), OJ/íl, /(x)=0 for xE<p(xo), fix) = 1 for

xEC. Then M/(*)-0 for xE4>ix0) and Af/(x) = 1 for xE<t>~lC. Since Mf is
continuous, there is an open set containing #(*o) and not intersecting (p~lC.

In particular, xQ is not in the closure of <p~lC. Since x0 was any point not in

<p~lC, then <b~lC is closed.

3.6. Theorem. Let X be a normal Hausdorff space and let <p be an equiva-

lence relation in X. (a) // <p is point-closed and if Mf is continuous for every
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fGR(X), then <p is continuous, (b) If <p is point-compact and continuous, then

Mf is continuous for each fGR(X).

3.7. Theorem. If X is a compact Hausdorff space and if <j> is an equivalence

relation in X, then <p is continuous if and only if Mf is continuous for each

fGR(X).

These follow at once from the previous two results, and from 2.3 and 3.3.

4. Relatively complete subalgebras. If <p is a continuous equivalence rela-

tion in a compact Hausdorff space X, then Mf and mf both belong to B(<p).

Thus M and m may be regarded as mappings of R(X) into itself. In this

section, we investigate some properties of these mappings, and extend the

Weierstrass-Stone Theorem to identify the algebras which correspond to con-

tinuous equivalence relations.

4.1. Definition. A closed subalgebra B of R(X) will be called relatively

complete if and only if B contains all constant functions, and for every

fGR(X), the set {gGB-.f^g} contains a least element.

4.2. Theorem. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space and let <p be a point-

closed equivalence relation in X. Then <p is continuous if and only if B (<j>) is a

relatively complete subalgebra of R(X).

Proof. If <f> is continuous, then MfGB(<p), and hence Mf has the required

properties, so that B(<p) is relatively complete.

Conversely, suppose that B(<j>) is relatively complete; we must show that

(j> is lower semicontinuous. Let fGR(X), and let g be the least element of

B((j>) such that/^g. Then Mf(x) úg(x) lor all x, and Mf is an upper semi-

continuous function. Hence the set U= [xGX: Mf(x) <g(x)} is an open set.

It is also clear that U = cp~~iU = ir~1irU. By the definition of the topology in

the quotient space Y, the set ttU is open in Y. Define a function ft on F

by setting h(y) = Mf(w~ly) ; this is well-defined, and ft is upper semicontinuous

on Y, by 3.2(b). Suppose xoG U, and let yo = Trxo. Then ft(yo) <g(yo) and h(y)

= g(y) for all yG Y — irU. Define a new function ft on F by setting k(y) =g(y)

lor y^yo, and by setting ft(yo) <ft(yo) <|(yo). If ft(yo) "a, then, for any real

j8, {y:k(y)>ß} = {y:g(y)>ß} if ß<a, and [y: k(y) >ß} = {y: g(y) >ß}

— {yo} if ß^a. Hence ft is a lower semicontinuous function on F, with ft(y)

^ft(y) for all y. Therefore there is a continuous function gi on Y such that

h(y) úg\(y) úk(y) for all y. Define gi on X by gi(x) = gx(wx). Then giGB(<j>),

gi(xo)=gi(yo)<g(yo)=g(xo), and /(x) g Af/(x) ggi(x), for all x. This contra-

dicts the choice of g. Therefore the supposition that there is an element

XoG U is untenable. Hence U is empty, and Mf(x) =g(x) lor all x. Therefore

Mf is continuous, and hence <p is continuous.

The following is a list of properties the transformation M has when <p is

continuous. These are immediate consequences of the definition, and proofs

will be omitted.
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4.3. Theorem. Let <p be a continuous equivalence relation in a compact

Hausdorff space X, let f, gER(X), and let a = 0 be a real number, (a) fúMf

= MMS (b) / = MS if and only if f E B(<b). (c) M(f V g) - Mf V Mg.
(à) M(fAMg) = MfAMg. (e) M(af)=aMS

4.4. Theorem. If <f> is a continuous equivalence relation in a compact Haus-

dorff space X and if f, gER(X), then \\f—g\\ <e implies \\Mf— Mg\\ <e.

Proof. Fix XoEX; since <b is point-compact, there is an xi in <p(xo) such

that f(xi) = Mf(xo). If ||/-gj|<€, then f(xi) -e<g(xi)</(xi)+e. Hence

Mf ixo)—e<gixi)^Mgixi) = Mgixo). Interchanging the roles of/ and g, we

obtain Mgix0) — e<M/(x0). Combining these two, we have Mfix0) —e<Mgixo)

<Mfixo) +€. Since x0 was arbitrary, we have ||Af/— Mg\\ <e.

5. The existence of continuous relations. The existence of upper semi-

continuous equivalence relations in a compact Hausdorff space is a trivial

problem, and in any event the Weierstrass-Stone Theorem assures a large

number. Lower semicontinuity is a more difficult requirement to satisfy, in

general. There are always two trivial continuous equivalence relations, which

are the extreme cases. The relation <p in which xi<px2 for each xi, x2EX is

called the simple equivalence relation. The relation <p in which xi<px2 if and

only if Xi = X2 is called the discrete equivalence relation. (This terminology

is from Halmos [7].) These relations are continuous in any topological space.

5.1. Lemma. In a compact Hausdorff space X, if cp is a continuous equiva-

lence relation, then M is linear if and only if <p is discrete.

Proof. If Xi4>x2, Xi9±x2, let fERiX) be such that/(xi) = 1,/(x2) = — 1,

-lá/ál. Then M(/+(l-/)) = Afl = l, while Af/(xi)+M(l-/)(xi) = 2.
Hence AI is not linear. The converse is trivial.

Certain spaces admit obviously continuous equivalence relations. If X is

the cartesian product of compact Hausdorff spaces, define xi<px2 if and only if

all of the coordinates of xi and x2 which come from a (fixed) finite family of

the spaces are the same. If G is a locally compact Hausdorff group and if H

is a closed subgroup of G, the equivalence relation Xi = x2 (mod H) is continu-

ous. An illuminating example is given by choosing X to be the interval

[—1, l] of reals, and by defining xi<px2 to mean |xi| = |x2|. Here Y — [0, l],

7tx= |x|, and Bi<p) is the algebra of all even functions on X.

The most important case we shall consider in the sequel is that of a totally

disconnected, compact Hausdorff space; that is, a so-called Boolean space.

For this case, we have the existing Boolean theory, due to Halmos [7], which

is the model for the present treatment, and which we shall subsequently em-

ploy. A few comments on the connections between the two theories are in

order.

Let 21 be any Boolean algebra, and let 2 denote the simple, two-element

Boolean algebra : 2 = {0, 1}. We regard 2 as a discrete topological space. The
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Stone Representation Theorem asserts that for each 21, there is a Boolean

space X such that 2Í is isomorphic with the algebra 2(X) of all continuous

functions from X to 2 [21 ]. An (existential) quantifier on a Boolean algebra

21 is a mapping 3 of 21 into itself with the properties: (i) 30 = 0; (ii) p^Bp

for each pG2I; (iii) 3(pAaq) = apA^q, for each p, çG2I [7]. A Boolean

relation <p in a Boolean space X is a point-closed (binary) relation such that

<p~lP is open-closed for every open-closed PQX [7; 25]. It follows from [7,

Lemma 16] that <p is a Boolean relation in X if and only if <p is continuous

in the sense of this note. (The algebraic reasons for defining a Boolean rela-

tion in the above manner, rather than as a continuous relation, can be seen

in [25].)
There is a one-one correspondence between the quantifiers in 2Í and the

Boolean equivalence relations in X [7, Theorem 10], Representing 21 as

2(X), this correspondence can be described by the relation 3£(x)

= lub{p(xi): xiG4>(x)}. Furthermore, call a Boolean subalgebra 93 of 21 rela-

tively complete if, for each />G2l, the set {gGS3: púq} has a least element.

There is a one-one correspondence between the quantifiers in 21 and the rela-

tively complete subalgebras of 21 [7, Theorems 4.5]. If 21 is a complete

Boolean algebra, then a Boolean subalgebra S3 of 21 is a relatively complete

subalgebra if and only if S3 is a complete Boolean algebra (in its own right,

not necessarily as a subalgebra of 21). Recall that 21 is complete if and only if

X is extremally disconnected, in the sense that the closure of every open set

is open. In any case, if 21 is a Boolean algebra, if S3 is a relatively complete

subalgebra of 21, and if F is the Boolean space of 33, then F is the quotient

space of X modulo the Boolean relation ej> associated with the quantifier

determined by 93.

If X is any compact Hausdorff space, Boolean or not, let E(X) denote the

set of idempotents in R(X). Then E(X) as a sublattice of R(X) is a Boolean

algebra. If <p is a continuous equivalence relation in X, and if eGE(X), then

it is clear that MeGE(X), and 4.3 shows that M restricted to E(X) is a

quantifier on E(X). If E^ = E(X)r\B(cp), then E^ as a sublattice of B(4>) is

the relatively complete Boolean subalgebra of E(X) associated with this

quantifier. Now let D(X) = [E(X)] be the smallest uniformly closed sub-

algebra of R(X) containing E(X). If p=p(D(X)) is the point-closed equiva-

lence relation determined by D(X), and if X* is the quotient space of X

modulo p, then X* is totally disconnected; X* may in fact be identified with

the Boolean space of the Boolean algebra E(X). If [E$] is represented as a

subalgebra of R(X*), then [£,<,] induces a continuous equivalence relation

inZ*.
A necessary and sufficient condition that a compact Hausdorff space X

be a Boolean space is that [£(X)] =R(X). In this case, then X is the Boolean

space for the Boolean algebra E(X). We shall be interested in the case where

X is extremally disconnected, and hence in the case where E(X) is complete.
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Under this hypothesis, the relatively complete subalgebras of R(X) can be

given an alternative characterization.

5.2. Definition. If X is any topological space, a subset L of R(X) is

called a conditionally complete lattice if any subset of L which has an upper

and a lower bound in L has both a least upper bound and a greatest lower

bound in L.

5.3. Theorem. Let X be a Boolean space, (a) A necessary and sufficient

condition that R(X) be a conditionally complete lattice is that X be extremally dis-

connected, (b) If X is extremally disconnected, and if B is a uniformly closed

subalgebra of R(X) containing constant functions, then B is a relatively complete

subalgebra of R(X) if and only if B is a conditionally complete lattice.

Proof. Statement (a) is a result of Stone [23]. To prove (b), suppose first

that B is relatively complete. Then <p = p(B) is continuous, and therefore the

quotient space F is a Boolean space. In particular, B is generated by BC\E(X).

As a Boolean algebra, BC\E(X) is the range of the quantifier induced in E(X)

by the relation <p, and therefore is relatively complete in E(X). Since E(X)

is complete, so is BC\E(X). This means that Y is extremally disconnected,

and by (a), R(Y) is conditionally complete. Since B is isomorphic with

R(Y), B is conditionally complete. That conditional completeness implies

relative completeness is trivial, even if X is not extremally disconnected.

6. Generalized means. In this section, we return to the case of a general

compact Hausdorff space X, and let <p denote a point-closed equivalence rela-

tion in X.

6.1. Definition. A mean for R(X) with respect to 0 is a linear trans-

formation p of R(X) into itself with the properties: (i) for each fGR(X),

pfGB((p); (ii) for each fGR(X), we have mf(x) èpf(x)^Mf(x) lor all xGX.
We note that if <p is the simple equivalence relation, this approach reduces

to the one of Day [4].

Unless clarity demands otherwise, we shall usually say "mean" rather

than "mean for R(X) with respect to <p."

6.2. Lemma. Let p be a mean, and let f, gGR(X). (a) fGB(<p) if and only

ifpf=f. (b) If füg, thenpfúpg. (c) Mpf=pf. (à) p2 = p. (e) ||M|| = 1.

These are trivial, except possibly for (b). If / ^ g, then 0 ^ g — f, so

Oúm(g-f)^p(g-f)=pg-pf, and hence pfúpg.

6.3. Theorem. Let <p be continuous, and let p be a linear transformation of

R(X) onto B(<p). Then the following are equivalent statements: (a) p is a mean;

(b) p is order-preserving and pM = M; (c) p is order-preserving and p2 = p.

Proof. If 0 is continuous, then Mf, mfGB(<p) for a\\fGR(X). Then (a) im-

plies (b) and (c), by 6.2. Suppose (b) is true; then, since mf^f^Mf, we have

pmf^pf^pMf, and hence mf^pftíMf. Finally, (c) implies (b), for if p2=p,
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then pS=S for all /GJ3(0), and hence /*Af/= M/ for all fERiX).
LetR(X)* be the conjugate space of R(X) asa Banach space. If oERiX)*

and if SERiX), we denote by (/, <r) the value of the functional a on /. We

shall also let o denote the regular, finite, signed, Borel measure in X which is

associated with the linear functional by the Riesz Representation Theorem

[13; 18]. Then (/, o)=fxfix)doix). A necessary and sufficient condition that

a be a non-negative measure is that ||<r|| =criX) = (I, a). We shall denote by

P(X) the set of all non-negative measures a in R(X)* such that o(X) = l,

and shall call the elements of PiX) the regular probabilities in X. If RiX)*

is given its weak* topology, then PiX) is a closed set in this topology and is

therefore compact, by the Alaoglu theorem [l]. We shall always consider

PiX) as a topological space in this topology. The set PiX) is also convex, and

hence is the smallest weak*-closed convex set containing the extreme points

of PiX), by the Krein-Milman Theorem [14]. The extreme points of PiX)

are the 2-valued elements of PiX) : o is called 2-valued if o(E) =0 or o(E) = 1

for every Borel set EQX. An element oEP(X) is said to be supported by a

Borel set EQX if <r(F) =<jiEC\F) for every Borel set FQX. An element of

PiX) is 2-valued if and only if it has some singleton set {x} as support. This

one-one correspondence between extreme points of PiX) and points of X is

a homeomorphism. Accordingly, we shall regard X as a subset of PiX). If

xEX is so considered, then (J, x)=/(x).

6.4. Definition. Let r be a continuous mapping of a compact Hausdorff

space X onto a compact Hausdorff space Y. By a probability section of r is

meant a continuous mapping a: Y—*P(X) which has the property that, for

each yEY, oy is supported by r~ly.

This is a generalization of the familiar concept of a cross-section of t. A

cross-section of r is a continuous mapping 7: Y—*X such that ryy = y for each

yEY.

6.5. Theorem. Let <p be a point-closed equivalence relation in a compact

Hausdorff space X, and let it be the projection oS X onto the quotient space Y of

X modulo <¡>. IS p is a mean for R(X) with respect to <p, then there exists a probabil-

ity-section <r of it such that pf(x) = SxfQi)doTXi£) = {f, arx), Sor each SERiX)

and eachxEX. Conversely, if a is a probability-section ofir, this equation defines

a mean for RiX) with respect to <p.

Proof. Suppose first that irisa probability-section of ir. For each/£i? (.AT)

we define a function vf on Y by setting vfiy) = SxSik)do-vi£) = (f, oy). The con-

tinuity of the mapping a implies that vf is continuous on Y, and it is obvious

that v is a linear transformation of RiX) into i?( Y). For each x£7r_1y we have

mf(x) £f(x) = Mf(x), so that

f mfi&da.it) = r /(ö<mö = r MSiüdaM-
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Since Oy is supported by 7r_1y and since ay(X) = 1, and further since Mf and

mf are constant on ir-1y, we have mi/(x) ûvf(y) ^ Mf(x) for all xG?r-1y. Define

pf(x) = vf(xx) ; p is then a mean.

Conversely, suppose p. is a mean. Then p maps R(X) onto B(cp). Let v be

the linear transformation of R(X) onto R(Y) obtained by composing p with

the Gelfand representation of B(<p) onto R(Y). Then v has an adjoint trans-

formation v*\ R(Y)*-+R(X)*. Let <r denote the restriction of v* to the.set F

of extreme points of P(Y). Then a is continuous on F to R(X)* in the weak*

topology. Since |[^H = 1 » then ||p*|| = l, and hence ||o-¡,||^l. But pl = l, so

v\ = 1, and hence oy(X) = 1. Thus ovGP(X). From the definition of adjoints,

we have (f, <rxx) = (vf, irx) = vf(irx) =pf(x), the latter following from the defini-

tion of v. It remains to show that <ry is supported by 7r_ly. (This much of the

theorem is standard [3 ] representation theory for linear transformations with

range R( Y) ; clearly we have not yet used the peculiar properties of a gen-

eralized mean.)

LetfGR(X) be a function which vanishes on 7r-1y. Then mf(x) = Mf(x) = 0

for all xGir~ly, and hence pf(x) =0 if xG7r_1y. Then vf(y) =0, so that (J, oy)

= Jxf(£)doy(£) =0. Now if C is any closed set disjoint from 7r-1y, there is an

fGR(X) which vanishes on 7r_1y and which is equal to 1 on C. Hence 0 ^oy(C)

=fxf(£)dffy(Ç) =0, so that ov(C) =0 for any closed set disjoint from 7r-1y. By

the regularity of av, we then have o~y(E) = 0 for any Borel set E which is dis-

joint from ir_1y. Hence ay is supported by ir_1y, and the proof is complete.

If <p is the simple equivalence relation, then 6.5 reduces to the Riesz

Representation Theorem. If <p is the discrete equivalence relation then B(<p)

= R(X), Y=X, and ir and p are the identity mappings. The discrete equiva-

lence relation arises from any separating family of functions in R(X). One

may say, then, that in some sense the Riesz Representation Theorem and the

Weierstrass-Stone Theorem on separating families are the extreme cases of

Theorem 6.5.

6.6. Definition. A homomorphic mean for R(X) with respect to 0 is a

mean which is also a homomorphism of R(X) onto B(<p).

6.7. Theorem. A necessary and sufficient condition that a mean be homo-

morphic is that its associated probability section be a cross-section.

Proof. A mean p is a homomorphism if and only if o~TX is a homomorphism

of R(X) into the real numbers, for each xGX. It is well known that the set of

such homomorphisms is the set X regarded as a subset of R(X) *. Hence p is

a homomorphism if and only if a is a cross-section.

More generally, if 77 is a homomorphism of R(X) onto R( Y), with «1 = 1,

where X and Fare compact Hausdorff spaces, then there is a continuous map-

ping 7: Y-+X such that r¡f(y) =f(yy). If F is the quotient space of X modulo

a point-closed equivalence relation <p, then 7 is a cross-section of the projec-

tion 7T if and only if 7T77rx = 7rx for all xGX. This holds if and only if (yirx)<px,
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which in turn holds if and only ii fEB(<p) implies fiyirx) =/(x). If we regard

r¡ as a homomorphism of RiX) onto Bi<p), this last condition is equivalent to

requiring that nf=f for each fEBi<p), which holds if and only if n2f=nf for
each fERiX). We state the conclusion as a theorem.

6.8. Theorem. Let n be a homomorphism of RiX) into itself. Then n is a

homomorphic mean if and only if r¡í = í and r¡2 = r¡.

In calculus, a "mean value theorem" is a result stating that a mean can

be realized as a functional value. Theorems 6.5 and 6.7 may be regarded as

generalized mean value theorems.

7. The existence problem. It is not a trivial matter to prove that a point-

closed equivalence relation in a compact Hausdorff X has any means. For

the case of the simple equivalence relation, each point in X furnishes a homo-

morphic mean. It is an elementary but profound fact that for any given /

there is a point x in X such that fix) = Mf. The analogous question for the

general point-closed equivalence relation <f> is this: given an/£i?(X), is there

a homomorphic mean p such that pf— Mf} More generally, is there any mean

p such that pf=Mf? In the section following, we will consider an important

special case in which some affirmative answers can be given.

There exist some relations, even continuous ones, which admit no cross-

sections. (See [2 ] for an example.) Even if cross-sections exist, the answer to

the first question may be negative. Consider the function fix, y)

= (2x—l)(2y —1) on the product of two unit intervals, and let the relation

be given by the projection on one of the factors. Consideration of this func-

tion, together with the representation Theorem 6.5 shows that the answer to

the second question is also negative, in general.

The set of means is easily seen to be a convex set in the Banach algebra of

bounded linear transformation of RiX) into Bi<p). If this algebra is given the

weak operator topology, the set of means is compact. The Krein-Milman

Theorem then applies, and the existence of means is reduced to the existence

of extreme means. It is easy to see that any homomorphic mean is an extreme

point of the set of means. Question : Is every extreme point of the set of means

a homomorphism? An affirmative answer, even in special cases, would be of

use in proving the existence of cross-sections, since it is presumably easier to

construct linear transformations than it is to construct homomorphisms.

8. Conditional means. If Í2 is any set and if ft is any family of subsets of

ß containing ß and closed under countable unions and under complementa-

tion, we shall call ft a Borel field in ß. A Borel field (B in ß which is contained

in ft will be called a Borel subfield of ft. A probability space (ß, ft, P) is a set

ß, a Borel field ft in ß, and a countably additive measure P on ft such that

P(ß) = 1. We denote by é the ff-ideal of all sets A E ft such that P(A) =0. The

quotient algebra 31= ft/a will be called the measure algebra of the probability

space. We denote by LK(Q) the Banach algebra of all essentially bounded
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functions on Ü which are measurable (ft), with norm denoted by \\F\\x. For

F, G, G La(a), we write F = G and F^G to mean F(w) = G(w) a.e. and

F{w)£G{o) a.e.

The algebra Lx((x) is isomorphic and isometric with the algebra R(X) of

all continuous functions on a compact Hausdorff space X, either via the

Gelfand theorem or via a direct proof [29]. The space X may be characterized

as the Boolean space of the measure algebra 21. Since 21 is a complete Boolean

algebra [19, Lemma 3.2.1], the space X is extremally disconnected. The iso-

morphism of LK(Q,) with R(X) enables us to define the concept of a relatively

complete subalgebra of LX(CL); we shall not pause to do this explicitly.

8.1. Theorem. Let S be a uniformly closed subalgebra of L°°(d) containing

constant functions. The following are equivalent conditions on S : (a) S is a rela-

tively complete subalgebra of L°°(6). (b) S = LX(<S>), where (S> is a Borel subfield

of &. (c) S is closed under the pointwise convergence of sequences in S.

Proof. A family 5 of functions on ß is closed under pointwise convergence

of sequences if FnGS and Fn(u)-^>F(o3) lor all w£i2 imply FGS. That (b)

and (c) are equivalent is a classical result [ll, Chapter 9]. We will show that

(a) implies (c) and that (b) implies (a).

To see that (b) implies (a), we first remark that if 03 is a Borel subfield of

ft, then (Q, 03, P) is a probability space, and hence its measure algebra

93 = 03/0304 is complete. Then its representation space Fis extremally dis-

connected, and hence R(Y) is a conditionally complete lattice. Therefore

LX((S>) is a relatively complete subalgebra. All of this follows from Theorem

5.3.
To prove that (a) implies (c), it is well-known that it is sufficient to prove

that S is closed under monotone decreasing limits of sequences, since 5 is a

uniformly closed algebra containing constants. Then, let FnGS, and suppose

Fn(io) i F(ù)) for all wGB. Let GGS be the least element in S satisfying G^F.

Then Fn^G, and hence F^G. Thus F = G, and hence FGS.

The appearance of a Borel subfield 03 of ft leads us at once to a considera-

tion of the conditional expectation of a function, given the subfield 03. We

recall briefly the meaning of this concept (for details, see [lO]). For any sum-

mable function F on the probability space (B, d, P) and for any BG03, define

Q(B) =fBF(u)dP(u). This defines a finite signed measure on 03, and hence,

by the Radon-Nikodym Theorem, there is a summable function F* on the

probability space (B, 03, P) such that Q(B)= fBF*(u)dP(u). The function

F* is called the conditional expectation of F given 03, and is denoted by

E(F\ 03). We note that if FGLK(0), then E(F\ (S,)GLa((&). First observe that

if F is measurable (03), then E(F\(&)=F. Hence if —ct^F^a, then —a

ÚE(F\ 03) ga, so that FGL~(<3) implies E(F\ <B,)GL*>((&).
8.2. Definition. Let 03 be a subfield of ft in the probability space

(B, ft, P), and let FGLX(CL). By the conditional maximum of F given 03, we

mean the least function GGLK(($>) satisfying F^G, and by the conditional
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minimum of F given <S> we mean the greatest function HELK(<S>) satisfying

H^F. We write G = max(/T| (B) and H=miniF\ (B). A conditional mean for

L°°(a) given (B is a linear transformation p from ¿/"(ft) into L°°((B) such that

min(F| (B) ̂ pF^maxiF\ (B) for each F GZ,00 (ft). A conditional homomorphic

mean is a mean which is also a homomorphism.

8.3. Theorem. Let p be a linear transformation of i<M(a) onto L°°((S>),

where <B is a Borel subfield oS ft. Then p is a conditional mean given (B if and

only iSp is order-preserving and pE(F\ (B) =E(F\ (B) Sor all FG-L°°(ft).

This follows at once from Theorem 6.3. We observe that since the condi-

tional expectation itself has these properties, it is a conditional mean. It is

clearly not a homomorphic mean in general. We proceed now to show that

L°°(tt) is "rich" in conditional homomorphic means.

8.4. Theorem. Let (ß, ft, P) be a probability space, and let (B be any sub-

field oS ft. For any given FEL™(&), there is a conditional homomorphic mean p

for L°°(ft) given (B smcA that /iF=max(F| <S).

Proof. Represent L°°(ft) as R(X), where X is the Boolean space of the

measure algebra 31. Let B be the closed subalgebra of R(X) which is the image

of L°°(($>) in the representation, and let <p, ir, Y be as in §3. We know from

§5 that X and Fare extremally disconnected, and that <p is a Boolean relation.

Then <p determines a quantifier 3 in the complete Boolean algebra E(X) of

idempotents in R(X). The range of 3 is a Boolean algebra isomorphic with

£(F), which is also complete. By a theorem of Gleason [6], Sikorski [20],

and Halmos [9], we know that for any eEE(X), there exists a cross-section

y: Y—*X of the projection w:X—»Fsuch that 3e(x) =e(77rx), for all xEX.

Since Be — Me for any eEE(X), the conclusion of the theorem is true for any

e E E iX). M oreo ver, since me = 1 — M( 1 — e) for each e E E (X), it follows that

there is also a cross-section y such that me(x) =e(y7rx) for all x. If a = 0 then

Miae) =aMe, while if a<0 then M(ae) = — ra( — ae). It follows that the con-

clusion holds for any scalar multiple of any element in EiX).

Suppose/i and/2 are two functions in RiX) for which the conclusion holds:

there exist cross-sections 7, such that fiiytirx) = M/,(x), i=i, 2. Let

U= {xEX: Mfiix) <Mftix)} ; then U is open, so that V is an open-closed

set. Since ir~1irU= U, then ir~lirU= U, because it is an open mapping. Let

V = ttU; then V is open-closed in F. Define y: Y—*X by setting y(y) =y2(y)

if yE V, and by setting y(y) =7i(y) if yE Y— V. Since V and F— V are both

open-closed, y is continuous. It is clearly a cross-section. Moreover,

M(fiVf2)(x) = Mfi(x)VMf2(x) forallxGX. If xGF.then Mfiix) Û Mftix), so
Mifi\Jft)ix) = Mfiix). But if xE U, then irxE V, and hence 7irx = 7,7rx. Then

(/iV/î)(rr*) = (/iV/2)(7^x) =/!(727tx) V/2(72™) =/i(727tx) VM/2(x) gM/i(x)

\JMfiix) = Mftix). Hence the one inequality in this chain collapses to equal-

ity, and we conclude that (fi\/ft)(yirx) = M(fi\/ft)(x) if xEU. A similar
argument shows that the same equality holds for all xEX— U. We have thus
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proved that the set of all functions for which the conclusion of the theorem

holds is a set closed under formation of the least upper bound of a pair in the

set, and that the set contains all scalar multiples of elements in E(X). It is

immediate and well-known that this is therefore a set containing the algebra

generated in R(X) by E(X). In other words, any "simple" function

/= /J?„i a,e,-, where ay is real and ejGE(X), has a homomorphic mean p

such that pf=Mf. ■    ■.
Given any function fGR(X) and any m>0, there is a simple function/«

in the above sense such that ||/n—/|| < 1/2m. Let pn be a homomorphic mean

such that pnfn - Mfn. Then \\Mf - p„/|| g \\Mf - Mfn\\ + \\Mfn - pnfn\\

+ |k/„-Mn/||. Then \\Mf-Mfn\\ <1/2m, by 4.4, and \\Mfn-pnfn\\ =0. By 6.2,
||p„|| = l, so that ||i*n/n—pj\\ <1/2m. Hence ||M/—p„f\\ <1/m. In terms of the

original algebra L°°(a), we have shown that for any FGL°C(CL), there exists

a sequence pn of conditional homomorphic means such that | [ max(F | 03) — p-nFÜ«,

< 1/m.
Consider the family of all complex-valued essentially bounded measurable

functions on (B, 03, P), and represent it as a family of bounded operators on

the complex Hilbert space of square-summable functions on (B, 03, P), in

the usual way [19, p. 290]. This family is then a maximal abelian ring of

operators on the Hilbert space [19, Theorem 5.1]. Then the unit sphere is

compact in the weak operator topology [16], Since the taking of adjoints is

continuous in the weak operator topology, it follows that the set £/°°(03)

= {FGLx((S>): ||f||„^1 is compact in this topology. Let X be the set of all

functions from UX(GL) into U°°((&), in the product topology. This is a compact

Hausdorff space. For any two reals a, ß and any two F, GG r/°°(a), the sets

{$G3C:*(FG)=$(F)-*(G)} and {$G3C: Q(aF+ßG) =a$(F)+ß$(G)} are
closed and hence compact. It follows, by intersecting, that the set of all

homomorphisms of Lx(0) into Z°°(03) is compact.

Consider the sequence pn of homomorphic means obtained above. Let

3C„ denote the closure in X of the subsequence \p„, pn+i, ■ ■ ■ }. The set 3C„

consists of homomorphisms of L'°(Cl) into L°°(03). Moreover, if 3C = dn=i 3d«,

then 3C is not empty. Let pG3C; we will show that pF = max(F\ 03). Given

e > 0, choose n such that 2 < ne. Since p G X.„, then for any given weak operator

neighborhood of pF, there is some ft ̂  n such that pkF belongs to this neighbor-

hood. Let Hi, H2 be square-summable, complex-valued functions on (B, 03, P),

with ||iii||2=l. Then there is a ft^M such that | ((pkF—pF)Hi, H2)\ <\/n.

Then we have \((max(F\(S>)-pF)Hi, H2)\ ^ | ((max(F| 03) -pkF)Hu H,)\

+ \((pkF-pF)HhHi)\ <||max(i'|(B)-ptF||0O||i/1||2-||iî2||2 + l/M<l/ft + l/M

:S2/m<€. This shows that max(.F| 03) —pF=0, as desired. It remains to show

that p is actually a mean. We do this by establishing the condition of 8.3.

Let GGLK(Q) be arbitrary, Hh H2 as before, and e>0. Then there is an

integer ft^m such that | ((pkE(G\ 03) -pE(G\ (S,))H, H2) \ <t. Since pkE(G\ 03)

= E(G\ 05), we have E(G\ 03) — pE(G\ 03) =0. Hence the proof is complete.

9. Invariant means. Let T be a measurable transformation on a probabil-
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ity space (ß, ft, P). We call T absolutely continuous if P(£)=0 implies

PiT-'E) =0, and we call T incompressible if EQT~lE implies P(T-XE-E)

= 0. Throughout this section, all transformations will be assumed to be

absolutely continuous.

Call a set BE Û invariant if and only if PiB + T~lB) =0, where + denotes

symmetric difference. The set (B of all invariant sets is a Boolean subfield of

ft, containing all null sets. For any function F on ß which is measurable (ft),

the function UF defined by UFiu) = F( Tea) is also measurable (ft). The

absolute continuity of T implies that U maps Lœ(ft) into itself. We shall

henceforth let U denote the restriction to L°°(ft). A function 7?GLco(ft) is

called invariant if and only if FELX((S>).

The previous section applies without change to L"(GL) and Z,M((B), and

we shall preserve the notation of that section here. It is only necessary to

adjoin the corresponding objects for T to that account. The mapping T~l

defined on ft by T is a <7-endomorphism of ft. Since T is absolutely continuous,

T~l induces a c-endomorphism of the measure algebra 31 = £(X). This in turn

induces a continuous transformation / of X into itself, and t induces a linear

transformation u of RiX) into itself. For any fER(X), uf(x)=f(tx), and u

restricted to E(X) is the (r-endomorphism induced by T~l.

Let B be the subalgebra of RiX) corresponding to Z,°°((B). Then the set of

idempotents in B defines a quantifier 3 in the Boolean algebra EiX). It is

shown in [26, §7] that 3e= V£=i une if and only if T is incompressible.

This fact is the generalized Poincaré Recurrence Theorem [26, Theorem 14].

(See [28] for this result without absolute continuity.) In another form, this

says that T is incompressible if and only if V"=i une = V"=m We for each

eEE(X) and each integer wz = l [26, Theorem 13]. This last condition is

equivalent to stating that U»-! T~nA is an invariant set for each AE&-

9.1. Theorem. If T is absolutely continuous, then T is incompressible if

and only if max(F| (B) = lubis„<M UnF for every FGL°°(ft).

Proof. Set Hiu) =lub0s„<M F(T"u) and set G = max(F| (B). Clearly H£G.

Let A={ueQ:H(a)>\}; then ^ = Un"=1 {uEÜ: F(T*w) >\} =U„"=1 T-A.
Then, if T is incompressible A is invariant. Therefore HELV((&), so that

G = H. Therefore G = H, and H (u) = Hi Tu) a.e. Since H( Too) = lublin<00 F( T"u),

half of the theorem is proved. The other half is immediate from the above

remarks.

9.2. Definition. An invariant mean in Lœi&) for an absolutely continu-

ous transformation T is a conditional mean given the subfield (B of invariant

sets, such that pUF = pF for each FELxia).

9.3. Theorem. Let T be an absolutely continuous transformation on a proba-

bility space (ß, ft, P). Then there exists an invariant mean p in Z,w(ft) for T.

Proof. Let p be any conditional mean given (B; by Theorem 8.4 such condi-

tional means exist.  If E(F\ (B)  is the conditional expectation of F, then
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UE(F\(ñ)=E(F\(S,), and hence pUE(F\ 03) =pE(F\ 03) =E(F\ 03), by 8.3.
Moreover, it is clear that F^G implies UF^UG, and hence that pUF

^pUG. Therefore pU is again a mean. We have remarked earlier that the

collection of all means forms a convex set in the algebra of all linear trans-

formations of LM(a) into itself, and that this set is compact in the weak

operator topology. It is immediate that the mapping which sends p onto pU

is a continuous mapping in the weak operator topology. By the Tychonoff

Fixed-Point Theorem [24] there is a mean p0 such that p0U=po. Hence po

is an invariant mean.

9.4. Theorem. If T is an absolutely continuous transformation on a proba-

bility space (B, a, P), then there exists a finitely additive measure Q on a with

the following properties: (a) P(E) =0 implies Q(E)=0; (b) P(E) = Q(E) if E
is invariant; (c) Q(T~lE) = Q(E) for all EG<x.

Proof. Let p be an invariant mean in L°°(a) for T. For each .EG a, de-

fine Q(E)=fiipxE{ul)dP((>>); this is the desired measure.

It has been shown that if T is absolutely continuous and if the conclusion

of Birkhoff's Individual Ergodic Theorem holds for characteristic functions of

measurable sets, then there exists a countably additive measure Q with the

properties of this theorem [27]. Furthermore, if Tis incompressible, then this

countably additive measure Q has the further property that Q(E) =0 implies

P(E) =0. This raises the question of whether incompressibility can be related

to this condition for finitely additive measures Q as in 9.4. It is trivial that if

any such Q has this property, that Q(E) =0 implies P(E) = 0, then T is in-

compressible. An even weaker assumption which guarantees the incompres-

sibility of T is that for any set E£fl with P(E) 7*0 there is a finitely additive

invariant measure Q such that Q(E)^0. Is the converse true? This can be

phrased more felicitously: define the radical of an absolutely continuous T

to be the set of all £ G a such that for any finitely additive measure Q satisfy-

ing the conditions of 9.4 we have Q(E) =0. If the radical of T is precisely the

(r-ideal of null sets, then T is incompressible. If T is incompressible, does its

radical consist only of null sets?

The classical invariant measure problem is to give necessary and sufficient

conditions for the existence of finite or tr-finite, equivalent, invariant meas-

ures. (See [8] for a discussion of the problem.) There exist incompressible

transformations which admit no finite [8, p. 85] and no a-finite [17] measures

of this kind. Theorem 9.4 furnishes an affirmative counterpart to these

negative answers.

As a final comment, we may remark that the invariant Q of 9.4 is never a

trivial measure, because of condition (b). We may also note that, even if T

is incompressible, the Hurewicz Ergodic Theorem [12] cannot be used to

produce the finitely additive Q in the same manner in which Birkhoff's

theorem is used in [27] for a countably additive measure.
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